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1. Introduction

Contrary to the T lepton, which has been extensively studied for the past 17 years,
we know almost nothing about its companion the Vx, which has never been seen
through its interactions with matter. The present energies are loo low to allow a
production large enough for experimental checks (the Vx is produced at a level of 10"6

with respect to the vu) and two directions are being actively explored to find a signal of
vT:
- The search for the oscillation vu Vx

- The direct production of Vx at new very-high-energy colliders.

2. What do we know about the X neutrino?

The Vx exists. This point was already evident in the first original indication of the
new X lepton, the so-called anomalous en events1. The spectra of e and n were
consistent with a three-body decay of the T, thus necessitating a new neutral lepton
beyond the vc and vu.

More recently.we learned from the study of the line shape of the Z0 obtained at
LEP2 that the Vx couples to the Z0 with standard couplings such as the ve and vu .
Furthermore, the mass and magnetic moment of the Vx are constrained by limits
coming from ARGUS3 and the BEBC4 respectively:
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w(vT) < 31 McV

x) < 5.4 x 1(H [IQ where HB is the Bohr magneton.

This partial information seems to indicate that the IH is a well-behaved third sequential
neutrino, the last of the series, since LEP gives a number of light neuuinos equal to 3.
But it remains an irritating problem that the Vx has never been detected experimentally,
and it is the aim of this paper to sketch how this can be done in the not-too-distant
future.

3. The oscillation v u v x

11 neutrinos are massive they will undergo oscillations. The probability of such a

phenomenon is given by

P = sin2 2 0 sin2 nR/L ,

with R being the distance over which the oscillation is .searched for and L the
oscillation length:

L (km) = 2.5 E (GeV) / 6m2 (eV2).

E is the energy and 8rn2 = ni\2 - mi2, m\ and mi being the masses of the two

oscillating neutrinos; sin2 2 0 denotes the mixing between the two neutrinos. At

accelerators, 99% of the total flux of neutrino beams is composed of Vjx and the

oscillation mode of choice will be v u into Vx. The contamination of 1% of ve will also

allow a limit on the vevx oscillation.

3.1 A cosmological hint

The Vx may be of cosmological interest^ and in that case its mass can be inferred by
simple arguments which go as follows:
- According to the Big Bang scenario, neutrinos are 109 times more abundant than

hadrons in the present Universe.

- There is a large percentage of non-shining mass, possibly up to 90% of the total
mass of the Universe.

- If neutrinos make up this so-called dark matter, their individual masses can easily be
computed since we know both their mass density and their number density. The
result summed over the neutrino flavours is

I ((Iv) ~ a few times 10 eV .
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The recent Cobe result has been interpreted as requiring 30% of the missing mass to
be hot dark matter. The most natural candidates being heavy neutrinos, this
strengthens the above argument.

- Common sense suggests a hierarchy between the various neutrino flavours: the Vx is
most probably the heaviest of the three, and the two others have negligible masses.
This prejudice is formalized in the seesaw model, which relates the neutrino masses
to the up-quark masses in each generation.

With these guidelines the following scales are found for the ncuirino masses:

- a few 10 eV
w(vu)~ 10--' eV
m(vc) - 1(H eV .

These numbers are 6 orders of magnitude smaller than the preseni limits, and direct
measurements are completely hopeless to reach such low levels. On the contrary,
oscillations offer an ideal way to lest such masses. At accelerator energies, the
oscillation lengths corresponding to masses of 10 eV come out to be in the 100 m
range, perfectly adapted to an experimental search.

The oscillation process involves two independent parameters, the mixing sin2 2 0
and the mass term Sm2. Results of negative searches are shown as an exclusion region
in the 2-dimensional plot of these variables. The present limit6 in the vuvT channel goes
down to mixings of 5 x 10~~3 for the interesting mass range. This is shown in
Fig. 1. If mixings among leptons are similar to mixings among quarks, the region to be
tested is ~10~3. This domain has not yet been explored, and a great effort is going on
to push the present limit by one order of magnitude.
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Fig. 1 Présent limit in the oscillation v^ into vT
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J.2 Detection of V^ events

Charged current interactions of the v t give

vT + N-* x" + X .

At present accelerator energies, the T leplon decays aller ~ ! mm of path length,
corresponding to impact parameters of the order of H)O nun. This explains the
difficulty of seeing vT events: the detector must have a high spatial resolution in order
lo reconstruct a secondary vertex or a kink. This is not loo difficult to obtain in pencil-
like targets. But in lhe ea.se of neutrino experiments, the target must extend over a large
volume, hecau.se of lhe opening of lu'iiirino beams a'ld of (licit low cross-sections.
Several techniques have been investigated to fulfil this progiam: holographic nubble
chambers, bundles of very thin scintillating fibres, liquid-argon lime projection
chambers (TPCs).

Two techniques are pursued in lhe presently proposed experiments:
- Umulsions as the target. This offers the best possible spatial resolution. The

drawback comes from a target of limited mass and the problems of scanning loo
large a number of events.

- A fine-grained spectrometer which allows the extraction of a vT signal, relying
purely on kinemaiicul criteria without information about the vertices.

3.3 The experimental program

Two experiments have been approved to take data in lhe CERN-SPS wide-band

neutrino beam.

3.3.1 CHORUS (CERN Hybrid Oscillation Rescach ApparatUS)7 uses 800 kg of

emulsions in two slacks of 1.4 x 1.4 m2. The set-up is shown in Fig. 2. It is estimated

thai there will be a background of about 2 muons in every 20 x 20 mm2 of target at the

end of the experiment. To overcome this problem and allow a scan of the emulsions in

a realistic period of time, the analysis proceeds in three steps:

- The tracks reconstructed in a spectrometer are subjected to kinematical cuts which
select an enriched sample of vT candidates.

- The tracks are then matched in a high resolution tracker made of scintillating fibres
which reconstruct the vertex to within ± 360 mm. This is not precise enough lo start
efficient scanning with automatic machines.

- The tracks are then extrapolated to a changeable emulsion plate positioned at the end
of the slacks, which defines the vertex to within ± 20 mm.



With ihis procedure it is estimated that the total scanning load will be 50,(KK) events at
the end of the experiment. It is possible to handle this in about one year of work.
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3.3.2 NOMAD (Neutrino Oscillation MAgnclic Detector.) uses a very different
method8. Il does not try to reconstruct a kink near the vertex but measures the whole
event as well as possible in order to extract a Vx signal by kinematical cuts.

The apparatus, shown in Fig. 3, is a fine-grained spectrometer with less than Ir-
radiation length between consecutive measuring planes, built inside the UAl magnet. It
identifies and measures electrons, photons, and muons with a transition radiation
detector (TRD), a calorimeter, and a filter. The extraction of the looked-for signal is
based on the 2-dimensional plot of two angles defined in the plane transverse to the
neutrino beam direction:

- The angle between the visible fragment of the x~ (e~, |i~, n~n~n+...) and the
hadron jet;

- The angle between the hadron jet and lhe missing /?(.

In the case of a vT interaction the missing p\ comes predominantly from the escaping

neutrinos produced in tlie T~ decay. In the case of Vj1 or ve interactions the missing /?t

arises from non-detected neutrons, KL, etc.. This different origin results in a missing

Pi pointing toward the hadronic system for v u or vc interactions. On the contrary, the
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missing p{ points toward the T" fragment in the case of the Vx interactions. This is

visible in Fig. 4, which shows the 2-dimensional plot for ve and vT interactions

respectively. A cut can be defined which keeps a large fraction of Vx events while

rejecting most of the vc or V^ events.
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Bg. 4 SciiuercU plot of the two angles defined in Hie text, for vT (a) iiiui v c (b) interactions
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The two experiments claim a sensitivity in the mixing sin2 2 0 in the range of
3-4 x 1(H, witti a combined limit reaching 2 x K H , a factor 20 below the present
limit. Data taking is scheduled to start in 1994 and first results should be available by
1996.

3.3.3 At Fermilab a proposal exists (P8U3) to perform the same physics9. It again uses
emulsions as the target, followed by a high-resolution tracker and a calorimeter. The
whole detector is housed in the 15 in. Bubble Chamber magnet. The philosophy is the
same as for CHORUS and the essential difference comes from (he neutrino beam. With
the main injector programmed at Fermilab, it is possible to expect neutrino fluxes 10
limes more intense than the ones available to-day. The high intensity is obtained at a
lower energy (120 GeV proton beam instead of 450 GeV). Still the limit claimed by the
proposal is substantially lower than the one projected by the CERN cxperiinents: it
reaches a level of 4.8 x 10~5. This very low limit makes the experiment useful,
although it will be achieved only after a few years.

With this active experimental program, we should know in the not-too-distant
future whether the templing solution of a heavy vT explaining part of the missing mass
of the Universe is substantiated by laboratory checks.
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4. Neutrinos at LIIC/SSC

LIlC and SSC will provide neutrino beams allowing the exploration of new

properties of neutrinos, especially of the Vx-

4. i The neutrino beams

High-energy colliders produce, ;it each intersection, an enormous number of
secondaries. Pions and kaons are too energetic Io decay before they hit the tunnel
walls. Thus neutrinos will essentially be produced by the decay of heavy quarks.

These beams will be of proton-dump quality. Owing to the very high energies
involved, the neutrino beams have unique features:

- They have very high energy, reaching up to a lew TeV.

- They are very collimuled. The transverse dimensions are ± ! mnul and this aUows
the use of very compact detectors.

- They contain a huge fraction of VT, up to 10% compared to Vp or vi; fluxes.
These beams are freely produced, two at each intersection, and neuuiuo experiments
can lie run parasitically in parallel with any high-luminosity experiment.

A different option has also been considered: with the neutrinos being produced at
Uic proton dump. Results of calculations will also be given for this case.

4.2 Rates

The neutrino fluxes have been calculated by the Quark Gluon String Model10, both

for LHC and SSC in the two cases of colliding beams and beam dumps. This model

takes into account charm and beauty production. The beauty contribution is found to be

small because of the larger value of i\ in the decay.

The vT flux depends directly on the branching ratio of lhe decay Ds~ -» T~ vTvT,

which represents the main production mechanism. This branching ratio is chosen to be

equal to 4%, in agreement with the most recent estimates.

TaI)Ie 1 Number of neutrino events for tiic detector described in the lext and for a one-
year run. The results arc given for ve or V^ and vT interactions for the 4 different
options: LHC fixed target or collider, SSC fi*.ed target or collider.
The numbers arc taken as averages between pessimistic and optimistic results given in
Ref. 9. Hie luminosities used are 2 x 1034 cm"2 s"1 for the LHC and 1033 cm""2 s"1 for
the SSC

LHC dump
LHC collider

SSC dump
SSC collider

vc, v u events

9600
6700

16000

4300

Vt events

840
720

1700
480
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The number of expected events is given in Table 1. It corresponds 10 1 year of data
taking and a detector subtending ± I mrad, 20 m long, and of 2 g/cm3 density. The
target mass is 1.6 t if positioned KK) m away from the intersection, 40 t if at 500 m
dislance. The luminosities are chosen at their maximum design values.

43 Ideas for detector

At these energies, the T produced in Vx interactions is boosted and the decay path
reaches several centimetres but, because of collimalion, the impact parameter increases
very little. The need for a high spatial accuracy target is the same as ever. Various
techniques have been developed which could be feasible in the years of the big
colliders:
- A target made of 20 mm diameter scintillating fibres. An event reconstruction is

shown in Fig. 5a with fibres placed longitudinally to the beam direction'1. A clear
kink is visible.

- A liquid-argon TPC. Here the T~ is searched for in the 3p decay channel. Such an
event is cluuacteri/cd by a jump of the pulse height delected on sense wires from 1 Io
3 minimum ionizing tracks12. The conversion of photons gives a very different
signature, as seen in Fig. 5b.

Fig. S a) Example of a Vx event in a target made of thin scintillating fibres

The NOMAD method of extracting a Vx signal by pure kinematical criteria has been
tested at LHC/SSC energies. Il was found that lhe method improves with higher
energies13. This can be understood by the fact lhat events are more jetty and the angles
in lhe transverse plane are better defined. For a given accepted region in lhc scattered
plot of Fig. 4, more vT are kept, while more v c and Vu, are rejected. In fact, with the
resolution of the present NOMAD detector, the optimum is obtained for neutrino
energies around 500 GeV. This can be extended to higher energies with improved
resolution.
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J-'ig. 5b) Pulse hciglu recorded on a sense wire of a liquid-argon TPC in the case of Uie JOt -Jt+

decay of the T*

5. Conclusion

The physics of ihe vT has not yet started, since not a single vT event has been
recorded so far. This can be seen from both ihe low production rate at present
accelerators and the difficulty of detection.

Two topics will be investigated in the near future:
- The search for the oscillation V^ x where a large effort has now started. A positive

result oï this search would not only give the first evidence of a vT interaction. It
would also prove the existence of neutrino masses and mixings, and would offer a
plausible solution to the puzzling problem of dark matter in the Universe.

- At LHC/SSC, neutrino beams with a large fraction of Vx will be freely available. It is
hoped to study Vx properties and possibly discover some exotic behaviour.
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